shows action potentials recorded intracellularly from four cells in two muscles (A and B). The most consistent changes induced in the action potential by 5 mM K+ were a decrease in the rate of rise and a decrease in amplitude caused by the smaller rest ing potential.
A less consistent observation was a slight prolongation of the repolarization (see Fig. I@ It is probably just as valid to take the intracellular free calcium level or the rate of a fundamental chemical reaction as an index of active state . Gibbs and associates (6) have shown that caffeine and nitrate ion cause an increase in activation heat in parallel with their potentiating effect on the mechanically measured active state. Now the activation heat, as defined by Hill ( 1 l), is that heat which is always released during a twitch independent of any shortening, work, or tension development that may occur. It appears early in the heat trace of a twitch and is thought to be related to the processes underlying the activation of the contractile elements (see mscussIoN). The simplest method of estimating the activation heat is to stimulate the muscle at various lengths and plot a heattension curve. This method was used throughout as it produced less deterioration than the other methods available (6). Figure 4 shows heat-tension curves obtained by plotting the total initial heat at a given length against the peak contractile force developed at that length (see inset). The sequence of applying the various solutions was the same as that for the experiment of Fig. 2 , and the control curve (crosses) was drawn as the average of the controls obtained. The activation heat is given by the intercept of each curve with the ordinate and it can be seen that 5 mM K+ (closed Fig. 5 , which shows heat-tension curves, A and B, obtained from one muscle using the experimental arrangements shown in insets A and B, respectively.
The arrangement used for curve B is clearly more symmetric than that for curve A and is associated with greater contractile force at lo (owing to more symmetric activation) but with less heat at high tensions than for curve A. Nevertheless, curves A and B converge to give the same value for activation heat. Curve C was obtained with the same arrangement as for curve B but after pretreatment with 5 mM K+. In this case the usual increment in activation heat is seen, but the crossing over with curve B at high tensions is less severe than for the corresponding curves of Fig. 4 , which were obtained with a muscle arranged as for the curve of Fig. 5A . Hence the interpretation of the anomaly is probably that potentiators of mechanical activity alter the temporal distribution of the active state within the muscle in such a way as to cause less degraded work to appear in the form of heat at the region of the thermopile under the conditions used in these experiments. This effect decreases if the stimulating and recording arrangement is made more symmetric.
DISCUSSION
The 
